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Abstract
Several studies have shown valuable results in remaining time prediction. However, the analysis of nonfitting cases and their impact on the prediction accuracy have been carried out superficially. Non-fitting
cases are those for which there is no full match for a new case presented to the predictor. We analyzed the
impact of non-fitting cases on a remaining time prediction process-aware method based on an annotated
transition system (ATS) using multiple descriptive attributes. The results showed that, as the number
of attributes added to the ATS-based predictor increases, the number of non-fitting cases increases
rapidly. Increasing the maximum horizon and the state representation also influences the number of
non-fitting cases, which reach over 90% in complex scenarios. To reduce the impact of non-fitting cases,
the effectiveness of similarity techniques was analyzed. About 60% error reduction can be achieved with
high model specialization, for all state representations, mainly for multi-sets and sequences.
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1. Introduction
Organizations need to develop their ability to predict the future to anticipate and plan actions in
an appropriate and optimized way. This is a vast and fertile field for the application of prediction
methods such as those proposed by process mining [1]. A predictive monitoring checks the
execution of process instances to identify points of attention, prevent and anticipate situations
that require some type of intervention, either to avoid or to reinforce a given scenario [2, 3].
In data mining, the prediction task consists of discovering a model capable of mapping data,
characterized by descriptive attributes, to their corresponding labels [4]. The data mining
prediction task can be applied to process mining. For this, a model must be found that allows
inferring the next steps or future results of a process instance from its current state [5]. This is
done based on historical data and current data on instances of the process [2] (see Fig. 1).
In process mining, a process instance is called a case, and each record of an action’s execution
at a given time is called an event. Event logs are ordered records of case execution and can
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Figure 1: Future events can be predicted from past events, analogously to the human brain, which uses
memory to anticipate the likely consequence of an action in a specific situation [6].

include properties, often called attributes [5].
Studies in process mining have explored the prediction task, using attributes extracted from
event logs to predict the next steps or the total execution time of a case [6]. However, few
studies have focused on the choice of descriptive attributes to characterize the cases for analysis
by the predictor (or prediction model) [7]. The selection of attributes is relevant, as the number
of attributes available in the event logs is usually very large. For example, a typical incident
management system can have dozens of descriptive attributes. Thus, the use of all available
attributes leads to a computationally expensive and possibly inefficient predictor in terms of
accuracy due to the existence of correlated information, greater noise probability, and high
complexity of the predictor’s decision space (i.e., the curse of dimensionality) [8].
To address this problem, part of our research group [9, 10] applied attribute selection techniques to choose a set of descriptive attributes to predict the time remaining for the resolution
of incidents (for the conclusion of a case). It has been shown that a proper selection of attributes
to describe the cases under analysis brings significant gains to the predictor accuracy. An
annotated transition system (ATS) [3, 9] was the predictor. It was observed the more descriptive
attributes are used in the construction of the ATS, the more complex and specialized it becomes,
increasing the effect of non-fitting cases (cases for which there is no path in the generated ATS).
A case is a single instance of business process execution and comprises a finite sequence of
events in the event log. Two or more cases can go through exactly the same path in the ATS
that represents the process, i.e., through the same sequence of states in the model. However,
following the same path in ATS does not mean that the cases are the same, for example, it does
not mean that they have exactly the same completion time. Even following the same path,
each case has its own information and characteristics, represented by the set of attributes that
describe them. A non-fitting case is one that does not have an exact path in ATS (see Fig. 2).
Non-fitting cases occur due to lack of representativeness at the time the ATS was created.

Figure 2: (a) Example of simple ATS; (b) a non-fitting case (NFC).

The predictive quality of the models used in the previous study [9, 10] has not been explored
with respect to their sensitivity to non-fitting cases. This paper presents an additional study to

that previous study [9, 10], which clarifies the impact of non-fitting cases on the results of the
predictor and presents recommendations for dealing with these impacts.
This study was carried out on an event log of an incident management system of an information technology company. The event log used in that previous study [9, 10] was also used in
the study presented herein, which followed these steps: (i) the event log was pre-processed and
sublogs for training and testing were generated; (ii) ATS-based predictors were generated for
different scenarios, using the training sublog; and (iii) the predictors were evaluated, using the
test sublog, under remaining time prediction error measures, and analyses and recommendations
were outlined. As a result of this study, the impact of non-fitting cases on the prediction results
was measured and alternatives were identified to minimize this impact.
The remainder of this paper presents: introduction to the ATS-based time prediction; the
research method; the pre-processing procedures; the execution of the prediction experiments;
the analysis of the non-fitting cases; and the paper conclusion.

2. ATS-based prediction
van der Aalst et al. [11] proposed the use of transition systems as part of an approach to discover
control flows from event logs. The transition systems were extended to allow annotations —in
their states— on data or statistics of the cases used for their creation, giving rise to the ATS
[3]. These annotations can be used by a function to predict, for example, the time remaining to
complete a new case in execution at a given time.
An ATS is defined as the triple (𝑆, 𝐸, 𝑇 ), where 𝑆 is a space of states, 𝐸 is a set of labeled
events, and 𝑇 is the transition relationship so that 𝑇 ⊆ 𝑆 × 𝐸 × 𝑆. A state is an abstraction for
one or more events in the event log. To represent states, the following are used: a function
that maps the values of the descriptive attributes selected from the event log to a label to be
used to represent the state, a state representation type, and a maximum horizon. The maximum
horizon is the number of events prior to a given event (including the event itself) that must be
considered to represent a state. There are three types of possibilities for the state representation:
(i) set, which considers only the presence of the labels, ignoring the order and the number of
times they appear; (ii) multi-set, which ignores the order, but considers the number of times
each label appears; and (iii) sequence, which considers also the order in which the labels appear.
To create the ATS, states are generated from the case history in the event log. Each state is
annotated, receiving information collected from all cases that visited it [11]. For time analysis,
for example, this annotation considers information on the completion time related to each case
that visited the state, i.e., the supervised transition system is annotated. The information is
aggregated in each state, producing statistics such as average time, standard deviation, etc.
Based on the ATS created, the prediction can be performed following different approaches.
The time remaining to complete each case that visited it is annotated in each state [9, 10].To
predict the time remaining for the completion of a new case, the case is presented to the ATS,
event by event. Upon reaching the state that represents the moment for which the prediction is
to be made, the prediction is made by calculating the average of the remaining times annotated
in that state. For non-fitting cases, the prediction is performed by averaging the total completion
time of all cases used for the construction of the ATS [9, 10].

3. Research method
To carry out our experimental study, ATS-based predictors were created using a training log
and then tested using a test log. Following previous studies [3, 2, 9, 10], a subset of the event log
was used to create state transition systems. An annotation procedure adds into the transition
system the values of the attributes selected for its construction. This study explores in detail the
behavior of non-fitting cases in this context, based on the study previously developed by our
research group [9, 10]. Thus, the steps followed in that previous study were partially reproduced,
with some adjustments, so that the prediction results could be replicated and the impact of
non-fitting cases could thus be analyzed.
This study was divided into phases to allow generating predictors using ATSs, evaluating
their prediction errors, analyzing the impact of non-fitting cases, and presenting alternatives to
deal with that impact. Thus, the study was divided into three phases: pre-processing, execution
of the prediction experiment, and analysis of the results and identification of recommendations.
This section provides an overview of these three phases. The effects of carrying out these phases
are discussed in the following sections.
In the first phase, the event log used in the previous study [9, 10] was pre-processed with
standardization of attribute values, replacement of missing values, and removal of descriptive
attributes with filling issues or excess of null values. Then, the pre-processed event log was
explored using descriptive statistics. From the pre-processed event log, disjoint training and test
sublogs were generated to conduct experiments under the holdout strategy [4]. The separation
of cases in sublogs followed a random sampling, preserving the temporal organization of the
event log. Sampling was carried out on cases and not on events, to ensure the case atomicity,
i.e., to prevent incomplete cases (which represent incomplete pathways of the process flow)
from being used in training or testing, which would generate inconsistent predictors.
The execution phase comprised two tasks: selecting a subset of relevant attributes to conduct
the prediction experiments, and generating the predictors for later use in results analysis. The
subset of attributes was selected through a correlation analysis between the case total duration
and the other descriptive attributes of the event log, considering only the cases belonging to the
training sublog. Based on the correlation information, a ranking of attributes was established,
limited to a pre-defined number. To confirm the relevance of the descriptive attributes present
in the ranking for the prediction task, ATSs were built for each of the ranking’s attributes. The
prediction error of these ATSs was verified under the holdout strategy, using the training and
test sublogs [4]. Attributes that led to the construction of ATS with an error less than a given
threshold were considered relevant for the generation of predictors.
For the second task, predictors with multiple descriptive attributes were generated by applying
a filter method [8, 12], as done in the previous study [9, 10]: the predictors were generated
following the order of the attributes in the ranking, starting with the best-ranked attribute, and
adding sequentially (one by one) the next best positioned attributes in the ranking. With each
new attribute added, a new predictor was created. This procedure creates as many predictors as
there are attributes in the ranking. There were the following variations in parameters for the
creation of ATSs: representation (set, multi-set and sequence) and horizon.
In the third phase, the predictors were tested on the test sublog, and the results analyzed.
During the test, the cases were presented to the predictor, and the prediction was performed at

each event in each case. The prediction error was analyzed under two metrics: Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root Mean Squared Percentage Error (RMSPE). MAPE measures
the percentage absolute mean error [13]. MAPE was used in the previous study [9, 10] for using
percentage instead of absolute values, making the analysis more intuitive and less dependent on
prior knowledge of the application context. RMSPE measures the root of the mean square error,
in percentage terms. RMSPE was used herein to avoid MAPE bias in preferring predictions with
lower values (as long as they are not close to zero), i.e., MAPE tends to select predictions that err
downwards and not upwards, or more optimistic and not pessimistic [14, 15]. The non-fitting
index NF characterizes the evaluation of the predictors. 𝑁 𝐹 represents the percentage of events
that could not be directly reproduced in the predictor, i.e., it is a non-reproducibility index.

4. Event log pre-processing
The event log used in the previous study [9, 10], extracted from ServiceNow™, was also used
here. This event log represents an incident management process for an information technology
company. Twelve months were extracted, from March 2016 to February 2017, resulting in 24,918
cases and 141,712 events, with 91 descriptive attributes.
A pre-processing alternative to that carried out in the previous study [9, 10] was conducted
to improve anonymization issues and to increase the quality of the event log. Descriptive
attributes were renamed to bring semantic information and facilitate the understanding of
the event log context. A few events (less than ten) had values entered for some descriptive
attributes. Descriptive attributes with more than 80% of null values were excluded. Categorical
descriptive attributes had their values uncharacterized for anonymization: for example, the
caller_id attribute, which contains an internal identifier for the contact of the client organization
that generated the incident, had its values changed to a standard format like Caller 271 or Caller
5323. Attributes descriptors with different values, but with the same semantic meaning, were
standardized to contain only one standard value per meaning: for example, values registered
in different languages were standardized for English. Finally, attributes containing date and
time were standardized. After processing, the final event log contains 24,918 cases and 141,712
events (as in the original). This event log has 36 attributes, of which 34 are descriptive attributes
(27 categorical and seven numeric), an event identifier and the date of the event (timestamp)1 .
The overall understanding of cases, descriptive attributes, and associated distributions of the
standardized event log was improved via descriptive statistics: we identified distributions of
numerical and categorical values, the number of null values, and the distribution of event and
case durations; and attributes were classified regarding the context to which they belong, i.e.,
case-related (e.g., the customer identifier) and event-related (e.g., the action performed and the
identifier of the analyst who performed it) [5, 3].
During the analyses, a concentration of incidents was found at the beginning of the 12-month
period. This may result from a change of concept in the process, in the level of quality of the
service offered, in the behavior of customers, or even from the combination of these factors.
The event log was split into two: one to train the predictors and the other to test them.
1

The pre-processed event log can be found in https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Incident+management+process+
enriched+event+log. This version includes attributes with a null value excess.

Unlike the previous study [9, 10], two disjoint sublogs were created to allow for a holdout test,
preventing the exposure of test data to the model during training. As changes in concept over
time were observed for this event log, the split into sublogs was not carried out considering the
distribution of cases over the 12 months, although such a strategy is common for this type of
study [6]. Alternatively, a random distribution was carried out so that both sublogs had samples
distributed regarding the frequency of occurrence of cases, and with cases representing the
different concepts present in the event log. As a result, the training sublog has 20,000 cases (and
113,841 events), and the test sublog has the remaining 4,918 cases (and 27,871 events); i.e., about
80% of cases for training and 20% for testing.

5. The experiment
5.1. Correlation and ranking
A correlation analysis was carried out on the training sublog to study the behavior of the
descriptive attributes in relation to the duration of the case. The correlation 𝜂2 (Eta squared) [16]
was used to analyze the variance between each independent variable 𝐶 (each descriptive attribute)
and the continuous dependent variable 𝑇 (the case duration). All 27 categorical attributes were
used in this analysis. The ranking of the 15 attributes most correlated to the case duration is
organized as follows: caller_id, assigned_to, assignment_group, sys_updated_by, u_symptom,
active, u_priority_confirmation, subcategory, incident_state, knowledge, sys_created_by, category,
reassignment_count, opened_by, and location. This ranking ordered the selection of the attributes
used for creating the predictor, as one of the strategies used in the previous study [9, 10].
The relevance for the prediction task of these 15 descriptive attributes was confirmed for
this experiment by building a group of ATSs for each attribute. A total of 18 ATSs were built
for each attribute, combining three representations and six horizons. Attributes that lead to
the construction of ATSs only with an error higher than 50% (in RMSPE) would be considered
irrelevant and would be discarded; however, this situation did not occur.

5.2. Generation of predictors
Fig. 3 shows the experiment setup, which was carried out under the holdout strategy. In the
training phase, ATS-based predictors were generated using the training sublog (with 20,000
cases). In the test phase, the ATSs generated during the training were used to make the
predictions for the existing cases in the test sublog (with 4,918 cases).
Three representations were used: set (SET), multi-set (MSET), and sequence (SEQ). In the
previous study [9, 10], the best horizons found for this event log are 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and infinity (∞),
which were used here as well. The use of the three representations and the six horizons resulted
in 18 settings for training and testing. These settings were used for all ATSs, generated for each
of the 15 combinations of attributes derived from the ranking, here called scenarios (SC).
The first group of 18 ATSs (SC. 1) was generated for <caller_id> (the first in the ranking). The
second group of 18 ATSs (SC. 2) was generated for <caller_id, assigned_to> (the first and second
in the ranking). The third group of 18 ATSs (SC. 3), for <caller_id, assign_to, assign_group>, and
so on up to the 15th group (SC. 15) for the 15 ranked attributes. Thus, 270 ATSs were generated.

Figure 3: Experiment setup, carried out under the holdout strategy.

5.3. Prediction results
For the sake of simplicity, only the results of tests performed for horizons 3 and 7 are shown,
as they are sufficiently representative for the proposed analysis. Fig. 4 shows the results for
horizons 3 and 7 considering the prediction error measured in RMSPE and MAPE. Each line of
the graph refers to a representation (SET, MSET, and SEQ) for the first ten scenarios. The error
behavior for scenarios 11 to 15 remains constant, regardless of representation or horizon.

Figure 4: Prediction error: (a) RMSPE and (b) MAPE (horizon 3); (c) RMSPE and (d) MAPE (horizon 7).

The results for horizon 3 show a sharp drop in the prediction error when the second descriptive
attribute of the ranking was used in the generation of the predictor (SC. 2), which corresponds
to the expected effect with the inclusion of more attributes. When the next three attributes were
used, the prediction error underwent small oscillations (including some small drops), depending
on the scenario, representation and error metric. With the use of six, seven and eight attributes,
the error increased. With nine and ten attributes, the error decreased again, but still remained
at a high level. Although the results for the three representations followed the same trend,
MSET and SEQ showed both the smallest (in SC. 2) and the largest (SC. 7 and SC. 8) errors.
For horizon 7, there was a larger difference among the representations. As in horizon 3, there

was a sharp drop in the prediction error for SC. 2. However, for MSET and SEQ, the prediction
error worsened from SC. 3; while for SET, the significant worsening occurred only for SC. 9 and
SC. 10. In addition, the smallest error occurred for SET in SC. 4, i.e., selecting four attributes.
In general, SET presented better and more constant results than MSET and SEQ, which had
the prediction error most affected by the increase in the considered horizon. It was also observed
that, except for SC. 2, the increase in complexity, resulting from the use of a higher number
of descriptive attributes, led to a trend to increase the prediction error for most scenarios and
parameters. This behavior was observed for all other horizons.

6. Study of non-fitting cases
The aim of using more descriptive attributes in creating ATS is to make it more specialized and
hence improve its prediction capacity, since it would more specifically represent the cases of the
process. However, the higher the ATS specialization, the higher the percentage of non-fitting
cases. This section presents a study of the impact of non-fitting cases in this experiment.

6.1. Non-fitting occurrence
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of non-fitting cases for horizons 3 and 7. The graphs include the
prediction errors shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, respectively, to show the evolution of non-fitting
case occurrences in parallel with prediction errors. Only RMSPE is considered here. In the
experiment’s context, non-fitting cases represent the cases of the test sublog that could not be
completely mapped by the paths of the ATS generated in the training phase.

Figure 5: Prediction error (RMSPE) and non-fitting percentage on (a) horizon 3 and (b) horizon 7.

In Fig. 5, one can see that the percentage of non-fitting cases increased rapidly as more
descriptive attributes were used in the construction of ATSs, which was expected. This behavior
is similar for the other horizons, for the three state representations. Overall, in SC. 4, the
percentage of non-fitting cases is about 90%. The high percentage of unadjusted cases should
not be essentially a problem. In fact, a good predictor is expected to have a good generalization
ability, i.e., to offer accurate predictions for new cases.
When an ATS is used to predict the time remaining for an ongoing case that refers to a path
fully known to the predictor, the prediction error tends to be small. As for a non-fitting case,
the error depends on the mechanism adopted to estimate the remaining time of the information
contained in the ATS. Therefore, for the predictor to be considered robust, it must produce good
predictions, even in the presence of non-fitting cases.

Four situations are shown in Fig. 5: (i) increase in non-fitting cases accompanied by a fall in
the prediction error, in the evolution from SC. 1 to SC. 2; (ii) prediction error stability despite
the increase in non-fitting cases, in the evolution from SC. 2 to SC. 5 (in Fig. 5(a)), and from
SC. 3 to SC. 6 (in Fig. 5(b)); (iii) maintenance of the number of occurrences of non-fitting cases
and increase of the prediction error, in the evolution from SC. 5 to SC. 6 (in Fig. 5(a)), and from
SC. 6 to SC. 7 (in Fig. 5(b)); (iv) and prediction error instability from SC. 7.
Situation (i) arises from the high sub-adjustment of the ATS caused by the lack of representativeness derived from the use of only one descriptive attribute of the case. From situations (ii),
(iii) and (iv), it is clear that the prediction error is not exclusively linked to the occurrence of NF
cases. Such behaviors could then be explained by the inclusion of an additional low-quality
descriptive attribute to build the predictor. However, although SC. 6 shows a sudden increase in
the prediction errors in Fig. 5(a), this does not occur in Fig. 5(b) for the same attribute, which
shows that the choice of the attribute is not the only one responsible for the increase in the
prediction error. Therefore, to understand the relationship between the occurrence of NF cases
and the oscillation of the prediction error, it would be useful decomposing the analysis into the
fitted and NF components of the prediction.

6.2. Impact on prediction error
Fig. 6 shows a comparison among prediction errors for three contexts: all cases of the test
sublog; only fitted cases, i.e., only cases that followed the same paths as the cases used in the
training sublog; and only non-fitting cases. For this comparison, a reduced event sublog was
used, with 8,000 cases (6,400 for training and 1,600 for testing). Fig. 6 shows the results for
horizons 3 and 7, respectively. Only RMSPE is considered. In this analysis, one can observe
that, even for the 100% fitted cases, there is some prediction error, since each execution instance
takes a different time from the others, although all have gone through exactly the same states.

Figure 6: Comparison of prediction errors in RMSPE: all cases (bars in shades of gray), only fitted cases
(bars in shades of green) and only NF cases (bars in shades of orange), on (a) horizon 3 and (b) horizon 7.

In Fig. 6(a), from SC. 6, the overall prediction error increases for the three representations,
including for the prediction error considering only non-fitting cases. In Fig. 6(b), this behavior
is observed from SC. 3, for both MSET and SEQ representations, and it occurs for SET in SC. 9.
In Fig. 6, an oscillation of the prediction error is seen for fitted cases, similar to the one seen
in Fig. 5. Thus, situations (iii) and (iv) (Sct. 6.1) could be answered based on these inferences:
(1) the oscillation of the prediction error in Fig. 5 may be caused by the ATS specialization. The
more specialized predictor is also more overfitted, which causes the errors of fitted cases to fall

(although not cancelling them); and (2) non-fitting cases can be considered the main responsible
for increasing the prediction error as the ATS becomes more specialized.
Situation (ii) (Sct. 6.1) could not be answered in this analysis. In fact, this analysis raises an
additional issue: there is a more precise performance of the ATS for non-fitting cases than for
fitted cases in Fig. 6(a) (from SC. 2 to SC. 5) and in Fig. 6(b) (from SC. 2 to SC. 8, exclusively
for SET). From this further analysis, the following hypotheses can be outlined: the effect of
including descriptive attributes in the construction of ATS is different for fitted cases and for
non-fitting cases; and, considering the previous hypothesis as true, for scenarios with smaller
horizons (see Fig. 6(a)), this effect is insensitive to the adopted state representation.
The experiments conducted in this study do not isolate these two factors and hence do not
explain these observations, opening possibilities for further studies.

6.3. Replacement of non-fitting cases with similar fitted cases
As inference (2) (Sct. 6.1) motivates solutions to reduce the impact of non-fitting cases on the
prediction error produced by ATS, then treat non-fitting cases is recommended. The treatment
of non-fitting cases was the object of study of Ceci et al. [17] and Maggi et al. [2]. The former
applied a sequence mining technique to extract models of partial processes containing sequences
of more frequent activities. In a second phase, these models are associated with decision treesbased predictors for each of the nodes. The latter used an edit distance-based technique to
search, in the event log used to build the predictor, execution flow sequences similar to the
current case, and then deliver these cases retrieved in the search as input to a classification and
prediction process using decision trees. Although this approach was developed for a context of
diagnosis generation, and not for predicting completion time, its strategy can be transferred to
treat non-fitting cases in the context of the study presented herein.
The selected alternative was to use similarity techniques to find the state closest (or most
similar) to the state for which it was not possible to find a direct mapping in the ATS, when the
remaining time needs to be predicted for a new case. For example, consider an ATS that uses
four descriptive attributes 𝑑 = (𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , 𝑑3 , 𝑑4 ) to represent its states. If, for a case 𝑐, an activity 𝑎
causes the transition to a state 𝑠1 = (𝑑1 = 𝑣1 , 𝑑2 = 𝑣2 , 𝑑3 = 𝑣3 , 𝑑4 = 𝑣4 ) that does not exist in the
predictor, the forecast action must seek a state 𝑠 ′ that is as similar as possible to 𝑠1 .
To validate this alternative, ATSs were tested replacing non-fitting cases with fitted cases,
using similarity between states. Two similarity functions were used: Jaccard similarity for ATSs
built with SET and MULTISET representations [18]; and edit distance Damerau-Levenshstein
[19] for SEQ representation. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of prediction errors without (blue
bars) and with (green bars) the similarity strategy, for horizon 7, for which the impact of
incompatibility cases is more significant. Only RMSPE is shown.
The strategy is sensitive to state representation, as seen in Fig. 8. For SET, the gains in the
prediction error are significant from SC. 7, reaching around 10% to 20% error reduction. For
SEQ, the gains occur from SC. 3, reaching around 40% error reduction, achieving 60% in SC. 7
and SC. 8, and returning to 40% from SC. 9. The most significant gains occur for MSET, reaching
around 60% error reduction, from SC. 3 to SC.8, and around 40%, in SC.9 and SC. 10.

Figure 7: Prediction errors without and with the strategy of substituting non-fitting cases for fitted
cases through state similarity. The bars represent the original prediction errors (in blue, letter 𝑂) and
using the state similarity strategy (in green, letter 𝑆). The lines represent the percentage of non-fitting
cases found in the test (red – SET, green – MSET, dark blue – SEQ).

Figure 8: Relative reduction of prediction error in RMSPE, in absolute and percentage values, for
horizons 3, 5, 6, 7, and infinity, and multi-set representation.

7. Conclusion
This study evaluated the impact of non-fitting cases on a completion time prediction method
using an annotated transition system (ATS) generated from an event log. The results showed
the strategy adopted to treat non-fitting cases in this type of prediction method is a factor that
can have a significant influence on its results. This effect is enhanced as more complex and
specialized models are used, either by adding new descriptive attributes to the model or by
increasing the maximum horizon adopted. In scenarios with longer horizons, the representation
used for the states also influences the results for non-fitting cases and hence the final result.
To reduce this impact, it is recommended to treat these cases using similarity techniques. The
effectiveness of applying these types of techniques was successfully verified in this study, showing significant gains, in the order of 60% error reduction, in scenarios with high specialization
of the model, for all state representations, most notably for multi-set and sequence.
Future studies should analyze the real impact that a high incidence of non-fitting cases
may have on their respective predictors. Finally, future work can achieve even better results
through implementing more efficient similarity functions, in particular for the representation of
sequences. There is also room to further investigate the effect of adding attributes to the model
on fitted and non-fitting cases, individually.
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